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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear the Editor for BMC Endocrine Disorders, Anne Menard

We revised to your comments.

1. Please remove all supplementary files which you do not want published, including the CARE checklist. Please can you add a sentence to the Case presentation section which states that the CARE guidelines were followed.

According to your comment, we deleted CARE checklist and Response Letter from the final supplementary files, and added a sentence “The CARE guidelines were followed in this case.” to the Case presentation section.
2. Please remove "Personal information was not mentioned in a way that could lead to identification of the patient or his family" from the Consent to publish.

We removed the above sentence, according to your comment.

3. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

We made the final version of manuscript, figures and table which do not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, etc.